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Abstract: The inerter is a vibration isolation device used to replace the mass element in classical
vibration isolation theory. The introduction of an inerter into a vehicle suspension system can greatly
improve the performance of the system. An electromagnetic inerter is a kind of device that can realize
a complex suspension structure without an additional energy supply and a complicated control
system. It not only utilizes hydraulic systems to attain various suspension mechanical structures
but also incorporates linear generators to form more intricate electrical networks. In this paper, an
approach is proposed to achieve an optimized vehicle suspension layout using an electromagnetic
inerter, which promotes the practical application of the device. First, seven suspension layouts are
presented based on this device and relevant models are established to optimize the performance
of these seven layouts under certain objectives. Then, the influence of three factors of the electrical
network, namely linear generator internal resistance, inductance, and linear generator coefficient,
on suspension performance is analyzed. At the same time, to ensure the suspension performance
of this device is closer to that required for actual engineering applications, the improvement in
the vibration isolation performance of the device compared with traditional passive suspension is
discussed considering these three factors. The final results show that when considering the real-world
situation, the L1 and L4 layouts can achieve excellent performance improvement, with RMS(BA)
values of only 85.73% and 84.66% of the traditional passive suspension.

Keywords: vehicle suspension system; electromagnetic inerter; layout optimization; performance analysis

1. Introduction

As a key system in the vehicle chassis, the performance of the suspension system
determines whether a vehicle can safely drive on the road while ensuring the comfort of
passengers and the integrity of freight. Many scholars have proposed various new struc-
tures and design methods for suspension systems, aiming to increase the system dynamics
performance of vehicles to a higher level. Examples include a semi-active suspension that
could change the damping coefficient of the damper [1–4], a pneumatic suspension with
adjustable ride height and spring stiffness [5], a quasi-zero-stiffness suspension system
with characteristics of high static load and low dynamic load [6,7], and an active suspension
that introduces a force generator [8,9]. These solutions have been shown to significantly
improve suspension performance, but often require an additional energy supply or a larger
suspension structure to achieve the relevant functions.

The “mass–spring–damper” configuration in classical vibration isolation theory is
widely used in the field of mechanical vibration isolation [10–13]; however, due to the
volume and weight of the mass element, its application is greatly limited. Since the inerter
was invented by Prof. Smith in 2002 [14], the traditional vibration isolation theory has been
improved and has appeared in the form of “inerter–spring–damper”. The implementation
of this has been attempted in bridges [15,16], floating offshore wind turbines [17,18],
aircrafts [19], etc. The excellent vibration suppression ability of the vibration isolation
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system, based on the new vibration isolation theory, has been proven. Since the inerter
is a two-end element, it can achieve a large virtual mass at the cost of a relatively small
volume and weight. For example, the fluid inerter described in [20] can achieve an inertance
coefficient of up to 219 kg with a fluid mass of only 0.4 kg. Thus, its combination with
vehicle suspension is a potential solution to improve the performance of the suspension
system [21].

At present, there have been many cases of trying to introduce the inerter into a
vehicle suspension system. Shen et al. replaced the mass element in the dynamic vibration
absorber with an inerter and applied it to a suspension system, achieving frequency-domain
characteristics similar to those obtained when adding a dynamic shock absorber to the
body mass [22]. Hu et al. tried to combine skyhook control with an inerter and proposed
three different control laws, improving the control effect by more than 10% compared with
the traditional structure, and finally proving that the ride comfort of the vehicle was greatly
improved [23]. Liu et al. studied the road-friendly performance of heavy vehicles under
three different layouts, and the results showed that using an inerter in the suspension
system of heavy vehicles can significantly reduce road damage [24].

Researchers found that numerous suspension layouts can be achieved based on the
combination of the spring, damper, and inerter, and many of them have excellent dynamic
performance. Thus, methods to implement these complex suspension structures have
become a research hotspot. One method is to use the existing mechanical structure to
achieve the structure design. For example, Liu et al. explored a scheme for implementing
complex layouts with a fluid inerter [20,25]. Another approach is to introduce the concept
of mechanical–electrical analogy [26] into the design process and use electrical elements
instead of mechanical elements in vibration isolation systems. This method requires a
“speed-to-voltage” conversion mechanism, which is usually a generator. Wang and Chan
combined a ball screw inerter and permanent magnet electric machinery (PMEM) to realize
the comprehensive design of a mechanical network and an electrical network, which greatly
reduced the difficulty of an integrated design of a complex vibration isolation system [27].
A hydraulic electric inerter (HEI) device composed of a linear generator and hydraulic
piston was proposed by Shen et al. [28]. This device eliminates the influence of nonlinear
factors, such as back clearance, friction, and elastic deformation, by omitting the parts that
convert between rotating motion and displacement motion.

The relevant research in this paper will be based on an electromagnetic inerter (EMI),
a new vibration isolation device [29]. This device consists of a linear generator and a
piston cylinder with a helical tube around the cylinder ektexine. The external port of the
linear generator can be connected to an external circuit to form an electrical network; this
capability enables the establishment of a vibration isolation network with a complex layout.
The helical tube is connected to the upper and lower chambers of the piston cylinder,
forming the same structure as the fluid type inerter described in [23]. In addition to the
use of electronic elements to simulate complex structures, this electromechanical coupling-
type inerter can also realize the series of damping element and inertance element in the
mechanical network [20], which is impossible for the two electromechanical coupling-
type inerters mentioned above. The Electromagnetic Inerter–Spring–Damper (EM-ISD)
Suspension System is the vehicle suspension system which uses the EMI as the main
vibration suppression component. Since it is essentially a passive suspension system, it
does not require sensors, controllers, and other equipment required for semi-active or active
suspension, or energy input.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, seven feasible suspension
layouts are listed, along with the optimization methods and objectives used to obtain the
optimal suspension parameters. In Section 3, the performance characteristics of the seven
suspension layouts mentioned above are obtained under ideal conditions. In Section 4, the
effects of internal resistance and internal inductance of a linear generator are discussed,
and attempts are made to incorporate them into the optimization process in order to obtain
optimization results that are more aligned with engineering practice. In Section 5, the
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influence of the nonlinear parameter Km, a coefficient of the linear generator, on suspension
performance is shown. In Section 6, the dynamic characteristics of suspension systems
using EMI are demonstrated, while the differences between suspension systems and tra-
ditional passive suspension systems in the frequency domain are analyzed. Finally, some
conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2. Layout Optimization Method of EM-ISD Suspension System

The vehicle quarter suspension model with EM-ISD suspension is shown in Figure 1.
The red dashed box shows the suspension layout that EMI can achieve, encompassing
both the mechanical components and the equivalent structure simulated by the external
circuit. In the blue dot box on the right, there is a list of eight three-element layouts that
will be implemented by electronic components in the form of external circuits. Their
equivalent relationship follows the second type of mechanical–electrical analogy theory,
namely resistance equivalent damping, capacitance equivalent inerter, and inductance
equivalent spring. Due to the repetitive components in layout L2 and layout L6, the
spring element of the equivalent structure in layout L2 and the entire layout L6 should be
discarded. Finally, the layouts L1, L3, L4, L5, L7, L8, and the modified L2 were investigated.
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Figure 1. The quarter suspension model and eight layouts. 

The dynamic equations are presented in Equation (1), where ms and mu represent the 
sprung mass and unsprung mass, respectively. zs, zu, and zb represent the displacement of 
the sprung mass, unsprung mass, and one terminal of the inerter element. k and kt are the 
main spring stiffness and tire equivalent stiffness. q is the uneven road displacement. Ts 
represents the equivalent external circuit, typically expressed as a velocity-type imped-
ance expression. 
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The dynamic equations are presented in Equation (1), where ms and mu represent the
sprung mass and unsprung mass, respectively. zs, zu, and zb represent the displacement
of the sprung mass, unsprung mass, and one terminal of the inerter element. k and kt
are the main spring stiffness and tire equivalent stiffness. q is the uneven road displace-
ment. Ts represents the equivalent external circuit, typically expressed as a velocity-type
impedance expression.
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To obtain the appropriate parameters of the EM-ISD suspension system, the design
process incorporates the particle swarm optimization (PSO) method. This is a swarm
intelligence optimization algorithm that was developed in 1995 [30,31]. It considers not
only the collective behavior of simulated organisms but also individual cognition and social
influence. The logic of this algorithm is simple enough to be implemented in just a few
lines of code, and it can be easily modified to accommodate multi-threaded computing
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devices, thereby significantly increasing the speed of optimization. The flow chart is shown
in Figure 2.
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For convenience, the root mean square (RMS) values of body acceleration (BA), suspen-
sion working space (SWS), and dynamic tire load (DTL) are simply denoted as RMS(BA),
RMS(SWS), and RMS(DTL). These three performance indicators express the ability of the
vehicle suspension system to isolate vibrations. By setting the optimization objective as
Equation (2), the RMS(BAEM-ISD) can be minimized while ensuring that RMS(SWSEM-ISD)
and RMS(DTLEM-ISD) are not weaker than the traditional passive suspension.

Obj = RMS(BAEM-ISD);
RMS(DTLEM-ISD)< RMS(DTLPA);
RMS(SWSEM-ISD)< RMS(SWSPA).

(2)

The optimization process described above considers the road condition as a randomly
excited pavement, with the surface profile represented by Equation (3).

.
q(t)= −2π f0q(t)+2π

√
G0vω(t) (3)

where q(t) represents the road input, ω(t) represents the white noise with zero mean, f 0
denotes the lower cutoff frequency, v represents the vehicle speed, and G0 represents the
road roughness coefficient. Concrete values are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. The basic parameters of the road model.

Parameter [Unit] Value

Lower cut-off frequency f 0 [Hz] 0.01
Vehicle speed v [m/s] 20

Road roughness coefficient G0 [m3/cycle] 256 × 10−6

Table 2 lists all the parameters of the traditional passive suspension that will be used
for comparison. The subsequent optimization will be implemented using the performance
of this suspension as the benchmark indicator.

In order to optimize these suspension layouts, the sprung mass, unsprung mass, and
tire equivalent stiffness should be consistent with those of the traditional passive suspen-
sion, as shown in Table 2. The value of suspension spring stiffness ranges from 20 kN/m to
40 kN/m, with an increment of 2.5 kN/m. The remaining suspension parameters that need
to be optimized include the inertance coefficient and damping coefficient in the mechanical
network, as well as the inertance coefficient, damping coefficient, and spring stiffness
simulated by the electrical network.
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Table 2. Traditional passive suspension base parameters for comparison.

Parameter [Unit] Value

Suspension spring stiffness k [N/m] 35,000
Tire equivalent stiffness kt [N/m] 190,000

Sprung mass ms [kg] 400
Unsprung mass mu [kg] 45

Damping coefficient c [N/(m/s)] 1850

3. Performance of EM-ISD Suspension under Ideal Conditions with Different Main
Spring Stiffness

Figure 3 shows the optimization results, with the main spring stiffness on the hor-
izontal axis and the RMS(BA) ratio of the EM-ISD suspension to the traditional passive
suspension on the vertical axis. The dashed gray line represents the optimization baseline.
Performance below this line can be considered superior to the traditional passive suspen-
sion mentioned above. The RMS(BA) is represented by the red dot line when the external
circuit is not included in the EM-ISD suspension. As can be seen from Figure 3, when
the suspension main spring stiffness is 35 kN/m, the EM-ISD suspension exhibits clear
advantages over the traditional passive suspension. The RMS(BA) values of the L1 and
L4 layouts are only 82.19% and 82.22%, respectively, compared to the traditional passive
suspension. When the stiffness of the main suspension spring is less than 32.5 kN/N,
there will be a significant difference in the performance of L1 and L4, with L1 exhibiting a
better vibration isolation performance. Although the RMS(BA) of the L3 layout appears
to be better than both the L1 and L4 layouts when the main spring stiffness is reduced to
20 kN/m. However, the main spring also serves the function of supporting the weight of
the body. When the stiffness value of the main spring is too low, a large compression of the
spring is required to support the entire body, which will greatly restrict the working space
of the suspension. Therefore, blindly pursuing a low mainspring stiffness does not make
sense in engineering applications.
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At the same time, the advantages brought about by the introduction of electrical
networks are also significant. The curves of seven structures, ranging from L1 to L8 layouts,
are all below the red dot line. Therefore, it can be considered that regardless of which
external circuit connected, there will be varying degrees of improvement in performance
amplitude compared to the pure mechanical structure of the EM-ISD suspension.

Moreover, the EMI-ISD suspension, which achieves a complex suspension structure
through the external circuit, also has a greater ability to coordinate the three performance
indicators of RMS(BA), RMS(SWS), and RMS(TDL). As depicted in Figure 4, particularly the
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L1 and L4 layouts mentioned previously, they appear to be more favorable for minimizing
the demands on RMS(TDL) and RMS(SWS) in order to attain a lower RMS(BA).
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4. EMI-ISD Suspension Considering Internal Resistance and Inductance of
Linear Generator

In the above optimization process, the internal resistance (Ra) and inductance (La)
of the linear generator are ignored, even though they are typically recognized to have
an impact on the suspension performance [32]. In an electrical network, Ra and La can
be considered to be in a series with the external network. The L1 layout demonstrates
excellent performance within the main spring stiffness range of 20 kN/m to 40 kN/m.
Therefore, the upcoming research will be conducted using this layout. The values of Ra
and La are restricted to a range of 0-1 Ω and 0-50 mH, respectively. Equation (4) illustrates
the numerical conversion relationship between mechanical and electronic components.
Where Km is the coefficient of the linear generator; C, R, and L represent the numerical
values of capacitance, resistance, and inductance, respectively; and b, c, and k represent the
coefficients of inertance, damping, and spring stiffness, respectively [28]. When Km is 8100,
the equivalent damping and equivalent stiffness of Ra and La range from 8100 N/(m/s) to
infinity and 162,000 N/m to infinity, respectively.

C =
b

Km
, R =

Km

c
, L =

Km

k
(4)

In Figure 5, the performance of the EM-ISD suspension significantly deteriorates across
the board with the increase in Ra. When the Ra is increased, RMS(BA) still offers significant
advantages over mechanical ISD suspensions and traditional passive suspensions. But
RMS(SWS) and RMS(TDL) are significantly worse than the traditional passive suspension.

Compared with Ra, La has a relatively small impact on EM-ISD suspension and the
decreasing trend of RMS(SWS) with the increase of La in Figure 6 is even more surprising.
However, deterioration still occurs in the RMS(TDL).

The above results show that Ra and La are two factors that must be taken into account
in the design. Ra and La should be considered as two inherent parameters in the electrical
network. The modified electrical network is shown in Figure 7, where La is 26 mH and Ra is
0.38 Ω. The “G” stands for the linear generator, which performs the function of converting
velocity into voltage.

In Figure 8, three sets of RMS(BA) values are shown. The L1 and L4 layouts shown
in Figure 3 can achieve better vibration isolation performance compared to the other five
layouts under ideal conditions. However, once the effects of Ra and La are considered in
the study, the dynamic characteristics of these suspension layouts will change significantly,
particularly the L1 layout. If the negative effects of Ra and La are addressed by incorporating
them into the optimization process, the impact of Ra and La on RMS(BA) is less than 0.5%
in both layouts.
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A particularly interesting phenomenon occurs in the L2 layout. When the influence
of Ra and La is introduced, the RMS(BA) of L2 is lower than that of the ideal condition,
regardless of whether the parameter is modified or not. This may be due to the presence
of Ra and La, which increase the order of the transfer function of the vibration isolation
system. As shown in Equations (5) and (6), the highest order of L2 layout in an ideal state
is only a quadratic term. However, due to the presence of Ra and La, the highest order is
raised to three. The order of the suspension transfer function affects the performance of the
suspension system. Generally, the higher the order, the greater the vibration isolation ability.

TL2(s) =
1

1
bs +

1
c
+ ce + bes =

bbes2+(bc + b ce + be c)s + cce

bs + c
(5)

TL2_Modified(s) = 1
1
bs+

1
c
+ 1

1
ce+bes +

1
Ra +

La
s

=
(Rac+Rabbe c)s2+(Rab+bc+Rabcce)s+LaRabc

Rabecs3+(c( Race+1)+Rabbe)s2+(b( Race+1)+LaRa c)s+LaRab

(6)

5. Nonlinear Factor of Linear Generator Coefficient

Km has often been assumed to be a constant value in previous studies, which is
reasonable in most cases. However, electromagnetic systems typically exhibit strong
nonlinear characteristics. Additionally, the limitations of vehicle suspension installation
space and the inherent properties of ferromagnetic materials amplify the effects on Km.
Therefore, the assumption of simple linearization cannot be well established in practical
applications. As shown in Figure 9, when a 10 Ω resistor is connected in series at the
external port, the results obtained by the Finite Element Method (FEM) differ significantly
from the predictions of the ideal simplified model as the relative velocity between the stator
and the actuator increases to 0.3 m/s. When the velocity increases, the output force of
the linear generator initially shows an increasing trend. However, this trend gradually
diminishes, resulting in a significant decrease in the value of Km as the velocity increases.
Km can be calculated using Equation (7), where R represents the resistance value of the
external circuit connection, F represents the magnitude of the electromagnetic force, and V
represents the relative motion velocity of the linear generator [28].

Km= RF/V (7)
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To observe the effect of this nonlinear condition on performance, Km is set to a value
that can vary with velocity. Key values are obtained by referring to the nonlinear curve in
Figure 9, as indicated in Table 3. The Km values for other speeds will be obtained by fitting.

Table 3. The relationship between Km and velocity.

Velocity [m/s] 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Km 558.3473 558.3473 553.8494 515.3094 411.0438 444.4875

As shown in Figure 10, the RMS(BA) of the seven layouts exhibit significant changes
when Km is related to the relative motion velocity of the suspension compared to the ideal
EM-ISD suspension. As shown in Table 4, the RMS(BA) of all seven layouts is still lower
than that of the traditional passive suspension under this condition. In particular, for
the two layouts, L1 and L4, their RMS(BA) is only 85.73% and 84.66% compared to the
traditional passive suspension.
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6. Dynamic Characteristics of EM-ISD under Random Pavement

The results of Sections 4 and 5 reveal that the L1 and L4 layouts still have a high
potential for vibration isolation after modification. In this section, the performance charac-
teristics of the EM-ISD suspension system are discussed, taking into account factors such
as internal resistance, inductance, and the unsteady coefficient Km of the linear generator.
The frequency and time domain characteristics of the EM-ISD suspension under random
road excitation are displayed.

Figures 11 and 12 depict the characteristics of vehicle acceleration under L1 and L4
layouts, respectively, in the form of time–domain and power spectral density (PSD) plots.
Compared to traditional passive suspension, the inclusion of EMI significantly decreases
the PSD of body acceleration at 1–2 Hz. At the same time, due to the influence of nonlinear
factors, the PSD of L1 and L4 layouts is slightly higher than the value under ideal conditions
at frequencies above 5 Hz. It is worth noting that the influence of nonlinear factors reduces
the PSD of the body acceleration in the 1–2 Hz band.
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The RMS(DTL) and RMS(SWS) of the EMI-ISD suspension are essentially identical
to those of the traditional passive suspension. However, there are notable distinctions
in PSD. As shown in Figure 13, the tire dynamic load PSD of the EM-ISD suspension
exhibits a notable decrease at frequencies between 1 and 2 Hz, while showing a slight
increase at frequencies above 5 Hz, in comparison to the traditional passive suspension.
As shown in Figure 14, the peak PSD of the suspension working space is shifted after the
application of EMI, and its frequency is lower compared to that of the traditional passive
suspension. More importantly, the maximum peak value is also reduced compared to the
traditional suspension.

The optimized parameters to achieve the above EM-ISD suspension performance
are shown in Table 5. R, C, and L respectively represent the resistance, capacitance, and
inductance in the external circuit, forming an electrical network to simulate a complex
mechanical structure. The inertance coefficient and damping coefficient in the mechanical
network are represented as b and c.
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Table 5. Optimal parameters of EM-ISD suspension system.

R [Ω] C [mF] L [mH] b [kg] C [N/(m/s)]

EM-ISD [L1]_Nolinear 0.84 46.73 197.82 85.23 1617.11
EM-ISD [L4]_Nolinear 6.48 44.09 256.73 36.54 1199.36

7. Conclusions

This paper attempts to apply EMI to vehicle suspension. Firstly, the corresponding
quarter-suspension model is established, and the suspension layouts are realized using
external electrical components. Then, the optimal parameters of the suspension structure
are obtained using the PSO optimization algorithm. The simulation results show that the
EMI-ISD suspension has significant advantages over the traditional passive suspension,
particularly for layouts L1 and L4. On this basis, three factors that need to be addressed in
the practical application process are considered: internal resistance Ra, internal inductance
La, and the linear generator coefficient Km. The results show that if these factors are ignored
during the simulation stage, the engineering practice of the EM-ISD suspension will exhibit
dynamic characteristics that are completely different from the simulation. However, if
these factors are considered in the optimization process, more realistic simulation results
can be obtained. This will provide a more comprehensive theoretical basis for the develop-
ment of the EM-ISD suspension. Finally, the performance characteristics of EM-ISD [L1]
suspension and EM-ISD [L4] suspension in both the frequency domain and time domain
are demonstrated. The results show that the EM-ISD suspension differs significantly from
traditional passive suspension in the frequency domain. This finding demonstrates that
the EM-ISD suspension is highly effective in suppressing body vibrations at the offset
frequency. The RMS(BA) of EM-ISD [L1] and EM-ISD [L4] can be reduced to 85.73% and
84.66% of traditional passive suspensions, respectively, after considering three factors that
are present in practical applications.

Viscous resistance must exist when a fluid flows through a helical tube, and this
resistance is determined by the inherent properties of the fluid. The viscous resistance
in the helical tube can be considered as a damper that directly connects the sprung and
unsprung masses. This paper does not discuss the effect of viscous resistance, mentioned
above, on the output characteristics of EMI when the damping component and the inertance
component of the fluid structure are connected in series. In future research, it is important to
carefully consider the influence of this factor on the performance of the EM-ISD suspension.
Additionally, experimental research will be conducted to further evaluate the performance
of the EM-ISD suspension system.
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